
Many old buildings protected by law are part of a nation’s history. Some people 
think they should be knocked down and replaced by news ones.

How important is it to maintain old buildings?

Should history stand in the way of progress?

Architecture is an inevitable part of all cultures. Throughout the ages, humans 
have illustrated their thought in their constructions, so demolishing them would 
be a hugely irreplaceable mistake. Observing the past could usefully contribute to 
technology in terms of morality and positive manners.

 Historical buildings are often portrayed to be a major part of nations’ identity. 
They could demonstrate our forefathers’ lifestyles both money-wise and 
politically wise in that a noticeable amount of each government's s’ budget has 
been spent in order to present their wealth and ideology. For instance, cities like 
Rome and Milan in Italy which where not only could help us reminisce about the 
Roman Empire's roman empire’s golden era, they have brought national pride for 
all Italians. Moreover, these old but well-preserved buildings would be a brilliant 
opportunity for developing tourism which could absorb millions of visitors 
annually. What this approach would bring about is employment and consequently 
economic growth in a perfectly sustainable way; namely Colosseum and 
Pantheon.

What needs to be taken in tointo account is that history cannot be a detrimental 
factor for technological developments. Modern discoveries have enabled 
mankind to contribute their existence on the earth (?). The more informed this 
progress occurs with the assistance of our past generations’ experience, the 
higher the chance of provision of a well-developed, peaceful world. What is more, 
new preserving materials and techniques would be highly beneficial in the 
maintained maintenance process of an archeological/historic/ancient building; 
such as palaces, mansions or churches. In addition, by delving into the past 
powers destinies, comprehending them and developing moralities among 



societies; technological researches could be lead to being used in philanthropic 
activities rather than wars and violent behaviors that have caused thousands of 
innocents being killed each year during our contemporary era.

In brief, preserving the precious historical monuments should be a must for the 
sake of individuals and societies in all countries as a link to engage us with our 
past and true identity. Technology could be used to increase the efficiency of 
these places in order to be a constant reminder of/for grasping positive attitudes.


